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This paper is concerned with the semantics (or computational power) of very 
simple loop programs over different sets of primitive instructions. Recently, a com- 
plete and consistent Hoare axiomatics for the class of {x*-0, x,--y, x*--x+ 1, 
x ~ x -" 1, do x.. '  end} programs which contain no nested loops, was given, where 
the allowable assertions were those formulas in the logic of Presburger arithmetic. 
The class of functions computable by such programs is exactly the class of 
Presburger functions. Thus, the resulting class of correctness formulas has a 
decidable validity problem. In this paper, we present simple loop programming 
languages which are, computationally, strictly more powerful, i.e., which can com- 
pute more than the class of Presburger functions. Furthermore, using a logical 
assertion language that is also more powerful than the logic of Presburger 
arithmetic, we present a class of correctness formulas over such programs that also 
has a decidable validity problem. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the prev ious ten or  so years there has been a t remendous  interest in 
the topic of p rogram cor rec tness - -both  f rom a theoret ical  and pract ical  
po int  of view (Chern iavsky  and Kamin ,  1979; Hoare ,  1969; Jefferson, 1980; 
Suzuki  and Jefferson, 1980). Work  in the theory  of  p rogram schemata  has 
dealt with the concept  of  identi fying classes of p rograms for which var ious 
assert ions about  programs are mechanica l ly  verifiable. What  actual ly needs 
to be verif ied is a correctness formula.  A correctness formula  is a logical  
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formula of the form {p} S{q},  where S is a program and p and q are 
logical assertions about the variables in the program S. The interpretation 
is that, if p is true before the execution of S, then q will be true following 
the execution of S, assuming S terdninates. Now once results are established 
for a particular class of programs (a program schemata) the procedures 
developed can be applied to any instance in the class. Much of the 
literature has concentrated on classes of simple programming languages 
but with using general assertions from a particular logic. Unfortunately, 
this work has produced mostly negative results. That is, for many classes of 
programs (and simple assertions) these questions are computationally 
unsolvable. 
A positive result in this area is the result of Cherniavsky and Kamin 
(1979). They present a simple programming language and an assertion 
language for which they were able to provide a complete and consistent 
axiom system. An axiom system includes the programming language, the 
assertion language and a set of axioms or proof rules from which one can 
derive (or prove) certain logical assertions about the programs. An axiom 
system is said to be consistent and complete if the true correctness formulas 
coincide exactly with the provable ones. (We ignore here any discussion of 
a model for the assertion language as we expect it to be implicitly defined 
within each system.) 
The programming language of Cherniavsky and Kamin (1979) is the 
loop language L l (x  ~ 0, x ~ y, x ~ x + 1, x ~ x "-- 1). A program P in this 
language has the form: 
P : input(x1,..., xk) 
A 
output (Yl,..., Y,) 
where A is a block of instructions from the set {x ~ 0, x ~ y, x *- x + 1, 
x* -x  "- 1, do x...end}, k and t are constants and no nesting of loop struc-. 
tures is permitted in A. (The interpretation given to the "do x...end" con- 
struct is that altering the contents of the loop control variable x, inside the 
loop, does not change the number of iterations executed.) In general, an 
Li(BB)-program will be defined similarly. In this case, however, the instruc- 
tions in the block A must be taken from those in BBw {do x...end} and the 
maximum level of nesting allowed for loop structures i  i. Note then that 
Li(x ~ O, x ~ y, x ~ x+ l) are the loop languages in the subrecursive 
hierarchy of Meyer and Ritchie (1967). In particular, L l (X~0,  x~y,  
x *- x + 1 ) is the language shown to compute xactly the "simple" functions 
(Tsichritzis, 1970). The assertion language used in the system of Cher- 
niavsky and Kamin (1979) is composed of those formulas in the logic of 
Presburger arithmetic. The computational power of L l (X~0,  x~y,  
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x ~ x + 1, x ~ x '- 1) is quite limited. In fact, programs over this language 
were shown to be capable of computing exactly those functions which are 
Presburger (Cherniavsky, 1976; Cherniavky and Kamin, 1979; Gurari and 
Ibarra, 1981). Actually the decidability of correctness formulas is reduced 
to the problem of deciding the validity of a formula in Presburger 
arithmetic. The equivalence problem for L l (x  ,-- O, x ~ y, x ~ x + 1, 
x ~ x -" 1)-programs was also reduced to the same problem (Cherniavsky, 
1976; Cherniavsky and Kamin, 1979; Gurari and Ibarra, 1981). 
In any class of programming languages where the equivalence problem is 
not decidable, finding interesting correctness formulas whose validity is 
decidable is clearly not possible. In fact, for almost any class of programs 
where the equivalence problem is undecidable, the validity of correctness 
formulas of the form, {true} S{x= y},  cannot be mechanically verified. 
The equivalence problem for a class of programs is, given two programs in 
the class, to decide if these programs produce the same outputs when they 
are given identical inputs. Much is known about classes of simple program- 
ming languages and the corresponding classes of functions which they com- 
pute, as well as the difficulty of the respective quivalence problems. As 
mentioned earlier, Meyer and Richie (1967) exhibited the hierarchy of sim- 
ple programming languages L i (x  ~ 0, x ~-y, x ,---x + 1) whose union is a 
class of programs, which is capable of computing exactly the class of 
primitive recursion functions. The programming language classes, 
Ll(x,:--O, x~ y, x~x+ 1) and L2(x ~ 0, x+-- y, x , : - -x+ 1), constitute the 
lower two levels of this hierarchy. Programs in these classes compute the 
"simple" functions of Tsichritzis (1970) and the elementary recursive 
functions, respectively. The programming language used by Cherniavsky 
and Kamin (1976, 1979) is a slight generalization of the L l (x  ~ O, x ~ y, 
x~x+l )  language. The class of L l (x*- -O,  x~y,  x~x+ 1) (L2(x~0, 
x~y,  x~x+ 1)) programs has a decidable (undecidable) equivalence 
problem. Hence possible languages of interest, in terms of computational 
power, would include those that reside somewhere between Ll(X+-0, 
x ~ y, x ~- x + l, x ~ x "-- 1 )and  L2(x  ~O,  x ~ y, x ~ x + l). Many  exam- 
pies of programming languages are known whose computational power is 
equivalent to that of L l (x  ~ 0, x ,-- y, x ,-- x + 1, x ~ x '- 1 ) (Cherniavsky, 
1976; Cherniavsky and Kamin, 1979; Gurari and Ibarra, 1981; Ibarra and 
Leininger, 1981). Until recently, however, few examples of programming 
languages, whose computational power lies properly within this range, 
appeared in the literature. Recent work by the authors has contributed in 
this area (Ibarra and Rosier, 1983). A possible approach for further 
research in this area then would be to examine various simple languages 
over different instruction sets. Programming languages of interest would 
have computational power greater than the language of Cherniavsky and 
Kamin, and yet still have interesting classes of correctness formulas that 
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are mechanically verifiable. Additional work would be required to find 
suitable assertions. Another approach would be to use a simple assertion 
language and allow nontrivial, but limited, predicates. In (Suzuki and Jef- 
ferson, 1980), the predicate PERM(M, N) (indicating array M is a per- 
mutation of array N), was added to the assertion language of a simple 
system, and the resulting system still had interesting decidable correctness 
formulas. 
In this paper we introduce simple loop programming languages S and T 
which are computationally more powerful than L l (x  ~ O, x ~ y, x * -x  + 1, 
x ~ x -" 1). Subsequently, we show that the classes of S and T programs 
have a decidable quivalence problem. We also show a decidable class of 
correctness formulas for such programs. 
We begin by looking at the language L~(x~O,  x~y,  x~x+l ,  
x ~ x -" 1) and see what constructs we can add and still have a decidable 
equivalence problem. La(x  ~ O, x ~ y, x ~ x + l, x ~ x "--1) computes 
exactly the Presburger functions (Cherniavsky, 1976) and those are 
precisely the functions which are computable by straight-line programs 
over the instruction set: 
(1) x~ 1 
(2) x~x+ y 
(3) x~x "-- y 
(4) x ~ x/k,  where / denotes integer division with truncation and k is 
a positive integer constant (given in unary). 
(5) x~xmodk,  where for positive integers x and y, x mod y is 
defined to be x-y tx /y J  if y ~ 0 and x otherwise (Knuth, 1973). Again k 
is a positive integer constant (given in unary). 
(6) i fx=0then I  
where I denotes any instruction of types (1)-(5) (Ibarra and Leininger, 
1981). In fact, an L l (x~O,  x~y,  x~x+l ,  x~x "- 1) program can be 
converted into an equivalent straight-line program over these instructions 
in polynomial time (Gurari and Ibarra, 1981). Thus addition and proper 
subtraction are allowed but multiplication, division, and the modulo 
operation are only allowed by positive integer constants (i.e., x ~ k 'x ,  
x~x/k ,  x~xmodk) .  Now what we want is to extend the language 
L~(x~O,  x~y,  x~x+l ,  x~x-"  1) so that the resulting language 
becomes equivalent to a computationally more powerful class of straight- 
line programs, but which still has a decidable quivalence problem. Clearly, 
a more powerful class of straight-line programs would result if we allowed 
any one of the following constructs: x ~ x/y,  x ~ x 'y ,  x ~ x mod y. Unfor- 
tunately, it is known (see Ibarra and Leininger, 1983) that programs over 
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{x~l ,  x* -x+y,  x,,--x/y} or over {x* - l ,  x~x+y,  x~x "-y, 
x* - -x 'y}  have an undecidable zero-equivalence problem. (The zero- 
equivalence problem for a class of programs is deciding for a member of 
that class whether the program outputs a zero for all possible inputs.) The 
only other case worth considering then is the addition of the construct 
x ~ x mod y, and for this we can show that equivalence is decidable. 
Throughout, U will denote the class of straight-line programs over the 
following instruction set: 
(1) x*-  1 
(2) x* -x+y 
(3) x*- -x  "-- y 
(4) x *-- x /k  
(5) x* - -ymodz  
(6) if x=0 then I
where I denotes any instruction of types (1)-(5). 
We now define the classes of loop programs S and T which are 
(polynomially) equivalent o U. For ease of explanation we describe the 
programming languages S and T over the following seven instruction 
types: 
(1) x*--0 
(2) x* - -x+l  
(3) x~x "- I 
(4)  x ~- y 
(5) for t= u to v by c do 
A 
end 
(6) x , -ymodz  
(7) if x I Y then z*- 0, where "r '  means "divides" 
where A is a block of primitive instructions (1)-(4), (6)-(7), z is called the 
loop control variable and c is a constant. The interpretation is that z is 
assigned the value of u on the first pass, u + c on the second pass ..... and 
v - (v -u )  mod c on the last pass, where changes to variables u, v, and t 
inside the loop do not affect the number of loop executions or the 
assignment made to variable t preceding each pass of the loop. (If v < u, 
then the loop is not executed.) 
The language S allows only the primitive instructions (1)-(4) and (6), 
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and the language T allows only primitive constructs (1)-(4) and (7). 
Restrictions are also placed on loop structures which are allowable in S 
and T programs. The restrictions are syntactic restrictions placed on the 
blocks of instructions A that are allowed inside for loops. First, however, 
we need the following definitions. 
Consider a block of instructions A = 11 ;...; I t, where each Ij (1 ~< j ~< l) is 
an instruction of types (1)-(4) or (6)-(7). Then the functions PA and bA are 
defined to be for 1 ~< j ~</, 
pA( j ,x)=y i f I / i s "x~ y" o r "x~zmod y" 
= x otherwise 
bA(j, x)= pA(1,... PA(J-- 1, PA(J, X))...), 1 <~j<~ l. 
Thus, PA(J, X) is the name of the variable before the execution of !J, which 
is x after the execution of I: (i.e., the value of x, after the execution of Ij, is 
derived from the value of PA(J, x) before the execution of Ij), and bA(.L x) 
is the name of the variable, before 11 is executed, from which the value of x 
is derived, after the execution of 11 ;...; Ij. The variable u is a previous target 
with respect o Ij if the value of u before the execution of Ij is derived from 
the value of v (i.e., pA(i+ 1,..., PA(J-1, PA(J, U))...)=V) directly after the 
execution of some conditional instruction Ii: if x [ y then v ~ 0, where 
l<~i<j. 
Note that the functions PA and bA are defined with respect o a block of 
instructions, A. Consider a loop structure of the form "for z = u to v by c do; 
A; end;." Then this is an allowable loop structure for S (or T)-programs if
A contains only the instructions allowable in S (or T)-programs and 
restrictions (1) and (2) hold for A. 
RESTRICTION 1. If I/ is the instruction "/f x ly then z+0"  or 
"x + y mod z", then hA(j, y)  = t and y is not a previous target with respect 
to  Ij. 
RESTRICTION 2. If Ij is the instruction "if  x ly then z~0"  or 
"z ~ y mod x" then x may not be altered (appear on the left hand side of 
an assignment statement) within A. 
Note that for any block of instructions of types (1)-(4) and (6)-(7) 
restrictions (1) and (2) can be syntactically checked. An S (T)-program is a 
program over instruction types (1)-(6) ((1)-(5), (7)) that allows no nesting 
of loop structures and where restrictions (1) and (2) hold for each block of 
instructions A which is enclosed within a loop structure. 
Clearly S (T)-programs are more powerful than L l (x~0,  x~y,  
x~x+ 1, x+-x - "  1)-programs ince an S (T)-program can compute 
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x mod y. We shall show that the class of S (T)-programs has a decidable 
equivalence problem. In each case, we illustrate a polynomial time 
procedure that converts an S (T)-program into an equivalent U-program. 
One might question whether the restrictions are necessary for S and T- 
programs. While we are not able to provide proofs in either case we 
provide evidence that indicates, probably so. For example, if restrictions 
(1) and (2) were not imposed on S-programs then such programs would be 
capable of computing the function gcd(x, y). First, our proof that the 
equivalence problem is decidable seems to fail if such functions as gcd(x, y) 
are allowed. Secondly, suppose that the introduction of the god function 
(i.e., the instruction z ~ gcd(x, y)) adds no computational power to the 
class of U-programs. Then the gcd function would not be harder to com- 
pute than multiplication. This would answer an open question in 
(Alt, 1980) in a very surprising way. In the case of T-programs we show 
that the removal of restriction (1) or (2) implies that the resulting class of 
programs has a PSPACE-complete 0-evaluation problem. (The 0- 
evaluation problem for a class of programs C is given a C-program P with 
one output variable, does P, when all input variables are initially zero, out- 
put a zero?) See (Ibarra, Leininger, and Rosier, 1984). Clearly the class of 
T-programs has a polynomial time 0-evaluation problem by virtue of the 
polynomial time translation of a T-program to a U-program. 
Another point of comparison for S and T-programs is the class of DL- 
programs introduced in (Gurari, 1985), where it was shown that the class 
of functions computable by DL-programs properly include the class of 
Presburger functions and that the class of DL-programs has a decidable 
equivalence problem. The essential difference between DL-programs and 
classes of programs that compute Presburger functions eems to be solely 
that a DL-program can perform an unbounded number of I/0 operations. 
(In fact it was shown that any DL-program with a bounded number of 
inputs computed a Presburger function.) Thus it is clear that the class of 
functions computable by DL-programs is not comparable with the class of 
functions computable by S, T, or U-programs, although both properly 
include the class of Presburger functions. 
In Section 3, we show that the class of U-programs has a decidable 
equivalence problem. We then generalize this by looking at a class of 
unquantified correctness formulas. We show that this class of correctness 
formulas is decidable. Lastly we mention how this work can be used to 
extend the class of decidable correctness formulas in Jefferson (1980) and 
Suzuki and Jefferson (1980). 
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2. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN S, T, AND U-PROGRAMS 
In this section, we show that there is a polynomial time procedure which 
translates an S or T-program into an equivalent U-program. Thus when in 
the next section we show that the class of U-programs has a decidable 
equivalence problem, the same can be said for the class of S and T- 
programs, respectively. The time required for the decision procedure is 
0(2 p(n)) for U-programs, and thus also for S and T-programs, where p is a 
polynomial. The last part of this section is concerned with showing that if 
we relaxed the class of T-programs by removing either restriction (1) or 
(2), then the resulting class of programs would have a PSPACE-complete 
0-evaluation problem. 
We start with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Given an S-program P, we can construct a U-program P', in 
time polynomial in the length of P, such that P' is equivalent o P. 
Proof Without loss of generality we need only consider how to convert 
a loop structure into an equivalent sequence of U-instructions. Consider 
then the loop structure "for z= u to v by c do; A; end;." 
We consider how to compute the final value for each variable mentioned 
in the loop structure. Recall the functions defined earlier, PA and bA. We 
now define new functions SA, aA, and qA. Let A =11;...; I+. Then for 
l<~j<~l, 
q.4(J, x )=PA( J+ 1,... pA(l-- 1, pA(l, X))...) 
sA(j, X) = qA(J, b,~(j, x)) 
aA( i , j ,x )=s~( j ,x) ,  i>~O. 
Thus qA(J, X) is the name of the variable after the execution of Ij from 
which the variable x is derived after the execution of Ij+l;...; It. sa(j, x) is 
the name of the variable from which x is derived after the execution of 
I/+ 1;...; 1l; 11;...; Ij or after one additional pass of the loop. a(i, j, x) is the 
name of the variable (after the execution of I/) from which x is derived after 
i passes of the loop. 
Let wl ..... wn be the variables mentioned in A. Let A' be the code 
segment A with all instructions of the form "x ~ y mod z" removed. For a 
variable xE {Wl ..... wn} find the least nonnegative integer, g(x), such that 
there exists a j, where Ij is the instruction "aA(g(x), j, qA(J, X)) ~ y mod z." 
Note that aA(g(x),j,  qA(j,x)) is the name of the variable, g(x) passes 
previous to the termination of the loop, from which the value of x after the 
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termination of the loop, will be derived. If g(x) exists, choose j to be as 
large as possible 1 <~j<~l. The reader can verify that if g(x) exists then 
g(x) <~ n. Furthermore, if q were the value of "aA(g(x), j, qA(J, g(x)))"  after 
the execution of/ j ,  g(x) passes before the termination of the loop, then 
there is a function fx computable by a U-program which can be found in 
O(((n + l) 2) time such that given the value of q, can compute the final value 
of x. (Note that if g(x) does not exist, then the final value of x will be the 
same if we execute the loop structure ''for t= u to v by c do; A'; end;" 
instead.) 
Now the value of q is the value oft (g(x)  passes before the termination 
of the loop) plus or minus (proper subtraction) some nonnegative constant 
modulo z (which is not altered in the loop). Let q then, as a function of z 
and z, be calculated by hx(t, z). Clearly, hx is U-computable using a fixed 
number of instructions. The value of t, g(x) passes before the termination 
of the loop is u + ¢(r "-- g(x)), where r is the total number of times the loop 
will be executed. (Provided of course that r > g(x)). But r = ((v + c) "-- u)/c. 
Thus the final value of x will be 
fx(hx(u + c(r "- g(x)), z)), 
providing the loop is executed more than g(x) times. Let this function be 
Fx(u, r, c, z). Also for the variable x there is a unique variable z involved. 
Let us denote this variable by zx. 
We now construct the program to simulate "for z= u to v by c; A; end;." 
Let Wx,...,Wm (m<~n) be the variables mentioned in A for which g is 
defined. Let w~ (1 <~i<~n), w~' (1 <~i<~m), r s, and t be new variables not 
mentioned in A. An equivalent program would be 
r *- ((v + c) "- u) /c 
s ~ max{ g(wi) } 
l <~i~m 
w~' ~ Fw,(u, r, c, Zw,) 
" ~ Fwm(U, r, c, Zwm) Wm 
W~I ~ W 1 
¢ 
W n ~-- W n 
t~- - - r  "~ S 
/* r = the number of times 
the loop will be executed*/ 
/*s really is a constant 
depending only on A*/ 
/*w7 (1 <~ i <~ m) is the final value of wi 
i f r>s  (i.e. t#O)* /  
l~- - -U  
repeat 
s 
times 
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"A 
if r = 0 then w~ ~ w] 
i fr  = 0 then w, ~ W'l 
if r ~ 0 then w] ~ w~ /* save current value of w~ (1 ~< i ~< n) */ 
if r ~ 0 then w'n ~- wn 
r * - r  " -  1;l'~-l-FC 
for l = u + s*c to v by c do; 
A'; 
end; 
if t :~ 0 then w i ~ w~' 
if t ¢ 0 then Wm *-- W~ 
27 
/* restore old value of wi (1 ~< i ~< n) if r = 0 
indicating loop simulation is over */ 
The idea is to precalculate the final values of all wi (1 ~< i<<.m) under the 
assumption that the loop will be executed more than s times (these are the 
values in w;' (1 ~< i ~< m)). If this was indeed the case then the final values of 
wi(1 ~< i<<.m) are set in the last m statements. If the loop is not executed s 
times, w~(l<~i<<.m) will already have the correct value. Note that the 
remaining variables wi(m + 1 <<. i <<. n) are also given the proper values. Now 
since A' contains no instructions of the form "x ~ y mod z" the remaining 
loop structure can be converted to a sequence of U-instructions using 
results in (Gurari and Ibarra. 1981). The time complexity for this is 
O((length(A'))12). The remaining statements can also be replaced by 
sequences of U-instructions in a straightforward manner. The total com- 
plexity is then O((length(A))12). | 
We now consider the case of T-programs. 
THEOREM 2. Given a T-program P, we can construct a U-program P', in 
time polynomial in the length of  P, such that P' is equivalent o P. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we need only consider how to convert 
a loop structure into an equivalent sequence of U-instructions. Consider 
the loop structure, "for l=  u to v by c do; A; end;." 
Case 1. Suppose A contains no instructions of the form "/f x I Y then 
z ~-0," then one can use the techniques developed in (Gurari and Ibarra, 
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1981) to convert A to an equivalent sequence of U-instructions. The time 
required is then O((length(A))12). Note that the instruction "x *-- y mod z" 
is not needed for this conversion. 
Case2. Suppose A contains instructions of the form "/f x ly  then 
z ~ 0." In what follows, we first illustrate how the construction works for 
the case when A contains only a single conditional statement and later we 
indicate how the construction can be generalized. Recall the functions 
defined earlier, PA, bA, qn, Sa, and an. Again we assume A = I1 ;...; It. Let 
the "/f x l y then z ~ 0" instruction in A be Ij. Then A is 
A1; 
i f  x I Y then z ~- 0; 
A2; 
where A1 =I1;. . . ; Is_ l  and A2=I j+ I ; . . . ; I  l. 
Since bA(j, y )= t, and y is not a previous target with respect o Ij, we 
have y=z+k or z-" k for some nonnegative integer k whenever Ij is 
executed. Later we wish to assume that y will always contain a positive 
integer. Let ri (1 ~< i~< n) be the variables mentioned in A. Let r; (1 ~< i~< n), 
u0, v0 be new variables. Let h be the smallest positive integer such that 
h*c > k. Then the code segment: 
fo r  t = u to v b c do; 
A; 
end; 
can be replaced by 
u o +-  u; v o ~-- v; 
fo r  z = Uo to Uo + (h - 1)*c by c do; 
A; 
end; 
for  ~ = Uo + h*c to Vo by c do; 
A; 
end; 
The latter loop structures atisfies the requirement that y will always con- 
tain a positive integer whenever I s is executed. The former loop structure, 
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however, must be replaced by the following straight-line code segment 
(which is an abbreviation for a U-program segment). 
[ r~ ~ r i (1 <~ i<~n) 
i fuo>vothenr~r ;  (1 <<.i<~n) 
[r~ ~ r~ (1 <~i<~n) 
h [7  u°+c  
segments [ i fuo+C>vothenr i~r ;  (l <~i<~n) 
Z 
[ r;~- r/(1 <~i<~n) +-Uo + (h - 1 )c 
if u 0 + (h - 1 )c > v0 then r~ ~ r; (1 ~< i ~< n) 
In what follows then we may assume whenever I/ is executed that y > O. 
Let r~,..., rn be the variables mentioned in A. Let wl,..., w, be new 
variables. Let Uo and Vo be the values of variables u and v before the 
execution of the loop. 
We describe this part of the construction in three stages. First, we 
generate a sequence of U-instructions (or an abbreviation thereof) that will 
derive values for the loop control variable z (in variables wl ..... Wn) for 
which the loop will be executed and the execution of the conditional 
statement Ij will affect he final value of the variables rl,..., r,. Furthermore, 
the execution of I: will not be able to affect he final value of rl ,..., rn on any 
pass of the loop, where the value of 1 differs from wl,..., wn. In the second 
stage, we generate a segment of code that will permute these values of 
w~,..., w, such that they become sorted (i.e., w~ ~< w2 ~< "'" ~< wn). In the last 
stage, we illustrate a sequence of instructions with no conditional 
statements enclosed in loops that will simulate the loop structure. 
For each variable ri (1 <~i<~n), in turn, let r; be the least integer such 
that 
aA(r;, j, q,~(j, ri) ) = z. 
If there is such an r;, r; ~< n. Let r;' be the least integer such that 
aA(rT, j, z) = z. 
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If there is such an r;', then r;' <~ n. If either r; or r;' do not exist (they either 
both exist or neither exists), add the instruction wi ~ 0 and proceed to the 
next variable, ri+l. 
On the last pass of the loop the assigned value for z will be 
vo - (Vo-u0)  mod c, providing of course that Vo >~ u0. Let Ip denote the 
expression Vo - (Vo - Uo) modc. Now the only time that instruction Ij could 
affect the outcome of variable r i is on a pass where z is set to 
l p - r ; -  h~r;'>~ Uo for some nonnegative integer h~. On any other pass the 
execution of Ij does not affect the outcome of r ,  (Note that the loop will 
not necessarily be executed for all such values of hi, since t is incremented 
by c on each subsequent pass.) 
Since hA(j, y)= l, we have y = t+ k for some (possibly negative) integer 
k. Note the earlier remark that we assume Uo + k > O. Then it is the case 
that the predicate "x] y" is true only on passes when i was set to values 
l p - lpmod x -k -h2x  >~u o
for some nonnegative integer h 2. (Note again that the loop may not be 
executed for all such values of h2.) It is also true that the loop is only 
executed when t is set to values 
l p -  lp mod c -  h3c >/ u 0 
for nonnegative integer values of h3. 
Thus if the execution of Ij is to affect he outcome of variable ri, then the 
instruction Ij must be executed on a pass when i is set to a value greater 
than or equal to Uo matching all three of the above constraints. This will 
only occur when there exist nonnegative integers hi, h2, and h3 such that 
l p -  r; - hl r;' = lp -  lp mod x -  k -  h2x 
= lp -  lp mod c -  h3c >~ u o. 
In fact we need only find the value l is set to the last time this occurs. This 
amounts to finding the smallest h l >~0 such that 
Ip mod x + k + hl X = r; mod r; ' 
and 
lp mod x + k + hl x -  lp mod c. 
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If such an hi exists, then 0 ~< na ~ c ri. If such an h~ exists and 
l p - lpmodx-k -h lx  >~u o
then add the instruction wi~ lp - lpmodx-k -h lx ,  otherwise add the 
instruction wi ~ 0. This means that the only pass of the loop affecting the 
outcome of variable ri is when t is set to w~. Now we can proceed to the 
next variable, r~+l. 
When all variables r~, 1 ~< i<<.n, have been considered we have the 
variables w~,..., wn set to possible values for t on passes that affect the out- 
come of variables rx,... , r n. The reader can verify that a U-program of 
length O(n2*l) can be written to find the values of w~, 1 ~< i~< n, since the 
value of c (rT) may depend on n (l). Next we sort the values of wi, 1 ~< i ~< n. 
This can be done with a U-program of length O(n2). Now the entire loop 
structure 
for  i = u to v by c do; 
A; 
end; 
can be replaced by the following segment of code where r;, 1 ~< i ~< n, and w 
are new variable names: 
t , . ! ,(..._ 
F 1 <--- F 1 ~ ,..~ F n l" n 
for  l = Uo to wl "-- c by c do; 
A1; 
A2; 
end; 
I~ - . - -W1 
A1; 
i f  x l  y thenz~O 
A2; 
ifw I =0  then ri*-- r~ (1 <~i<~n) 
Wg. - . -Wl -~-  C 
if wl = 0 then w ~ Uo 
for  t = w to w2 "- c by c do; 
A1; 
A2; 
end; 
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I~---W 2 
A1; 
if x l  y thenz~O 
A2; 
if w2 =0 then ri~- r; (1 ~< i<~n) 
W+--W2+C 
if w: = 0 then w .-- u0 
for t = w to vo by c do; 
A1; 
A2; 
end; 
The length of the above code segment is O((length(A)):). Now, in order 
to generalize this for the case where more than one conditional statement 
appears in A, we need only alter the construction in stage 1, where code 
was generated to find the value w; for r;, 1 ~< i ~< n. The value of wi would be 
computed, as indicated currently in stage 1, for each conditional statement 
of A, in turn. The value needed for we in stage 3, however, will be the 
maximum of all of these values computed for w;, since it is only this value 
which will ultimately affect he final value of r~. The incorporation of code 
to compute values for wl ..... wn, in this manner, will expand the size of the 
code segment for stage 1 to O(n:*l 2) instructions. The remaining stages of 
the construction are left unchanged. The resulting code then is of length 
O((length(A))4). The theorem then follows from the result in (Gurari and 
Ibarra, 1981) mentioned in case l. The time necessary becomes 
O((length(A))48). | 
One might question the necessity of the restrictions with respect o T- 
programs. We now show that it is unlikely that there is such a polynomial 
time translation from T-programs to U-programs without both restrictions. 
(We also suspect hat such a translation does not exist at all, since without 
the restrictions T-programs would exist to compute the function 
g(x, y, z) = 1 if z = gcd(x, y), 
= 0 otherwise.) 
Note that this says nothing about the decidability of the equivalence 
problem for classes of such programs. 
In (Ibarra, Leininger, and Rosier, 1984) sufficient conditions were given, 
with respect o classes of simple loop programs (where the only allowable 
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loop construct is "do ... end") that do not allow nesting of loop structures, 
which ensure that the 0-evaluation problem is PSPACE-hard. The con- 
ditions were: 
1. Given a constant c, that in a parameterless program of length O(c) 
one must be able to produce a value greater than 2 c in a variable. 
2. There must be an interpretation of variable values such that the 
logical functions "x. or .y", "x. and .y", and ". not .x" can be computed by 
such a program segment utilizing only the non-looping instructions. (See 
Ibarra, Leininger, and Rosier, 1984 for two examples of such inter- 
pretations.) 
The first condition is met by Zl(X +--X-t-1)-programs, hence we only con- 
cern ourselves with the second condition. It should be clear that 
Theorems 1 and 2 imply that the 0-evaluation problem for S and T- 
programs can be solved in polynomial time. 
PROPOSITION 1. The O-evaluation problem for T-programs without 
restrictions (1) or (2) is PSPACE-eomplete. 
Proof The proof is by cases. It should be clear that the 0-evaluation 
problem for such programs is in PSPACE. 
Case 1. Consider the absence of restriction (1). Let x being true be 
identified with the value of x being a multiple of 2 (even), and let x being 
false be identified with x not being a 
functions: 
"x. or .y" = any odd number 
= any even number 
". not .x" = any odd number 
= any even number 
multiple of 2 (odd). Define the 
if x is odd and y is odd 
if x is even or y is even 
if x is even 
if x is odd 
Then the instruction "z ~.  not .x" can be simulated by "z ~- x + 1" and the 
instruction "z ~ x. or .y" can be simulated by 
z~l  
if 2 I x then z ~ 0 
if21 y then z ~ 0. 
The fact that the 0-evaluation problem for such programs is PSPACE-com- 
plete follows from the results in Ibarra, Leininger, and Rosier (1984). 
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Case 2. Consider the absence of restriction (2). Let x = 1 mean that x is 
true and x = 0 mean that x is false. Define the functions 
"x. o r .y"=O if x=O^y=O 
=1 if x= lvy=l  
= don't care otherwise 
".not. x" = 0 if x = 1 
=1 if x=O 
= don't care otherwise. 
Then the instruction "z ~.  not. x" can be simulated by 
z+--1 
i fx  ] t then z ~ 0 (whenever t > 0). 
The instruction "z ~ x. or .y" can be simulated by 
z* - I  
if x [ t then z ~ 0 
i fy  [ t thenz~0 
z ~.  not .z (whenever l > 0). 
Again the fact that the 0-evaluation problem is PSPACE-complete for such 
programs follows from Ibarra, Leininger, and Rosier (1984). | 
It is interesting to note that if T-programs allowed the instruction "tf  
x I Y then L" where I is an instruction of the form u *-- u + 1, u +-- u "- 1, or 
u ,---v, then the equivalence problem becomes undecidable (even with both 
restrictions). This follows from the fact that such programs can compute 
integer division. For  example, the program 
W4--X  
for  t = 1 to x by 1 do; 
i f  y I t then w ~- w "-- 1 
end 
W~=-X "-- W 
computes x/y. The undecidability of the equivalence problem then follows 
from the undecidability of Hilbert's tenth problem (Matijasevic, 1970). The 
equivalence problem also becomes undecidable for either S or T-programs 
if the increment (c) is not constrained to be a constant. 
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3. TI-IE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM AND 
CORRECTNESS FORMULAS FOR U-PROGRAMS 
In this section we look at the equivalence problem for the class of U- 
programs as well as the decidability of a restricted class of correctness for- 
mulas. First we define a class of unquantified logical formulas, ~ .  We con- 
sider such a formula to be valid if it is true for all possible assignments over 
nonnegative integers. This then amounts to considering every variable to 
be universally quantified over nonnegative integers. 
DEFINITION. The class of logical formulas ~ is composed of unquan- 
tiffed logical formulas of the form: 
F(xl ..... x,), 
where F(x~ ..... x,) is any logical expression built up from integer constants 
and the variables Xl,..., x,  such that 
1. The only arithmetic operators are + and - .  
2. The relational operators are <, =, ¢ ,  ~<, and I (divides). 
3. The logical operators are A, v ,  and -7. 
The following two lemmas how the relationship of the formulas of ~ to 
the class of U-programs (and therefore S and T-programs). 
LEMMA 1. Let F(xx,..., x,) be a formula in ~.  Then there exists a U- 
program P such that P is equivalent o the zero program on n-inputs I if and 
only if VXl"'" Vx,, F(xl ,..., x,) is true (i.e., F is valid). Furthermore, P can 
be found in polynomial time and the length of P is linear in the length of F. 
Proof Left to the reader. | 
LEMMA 2. Let P1 and P2 be U-programs. Then there exists a formula F 
in Y such that F is valid if and only if P1 and P2 are equivalent. Further- 
more, F can be found in polynomial time and the length of F is linear in the 
lengths of P1 and P2. 
1 The zero program on n-inputs i  the U-program with n input variables that outputs 0 for 
all possible inputs, e.g., the program: 
Input(x~ ..... x,) 
z .,-- 0 
Output(z). 
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Proof Let P1 and P2 be U-programs, each with input variables xl ,..., xn 
and output variables Yl ..... ym. In a straightforward manner one can con- 
struct a U-program P of the form: 
P: Input(x1,..., xn) 
11 
It 
Output(z) 
where 11 ..... I~ are instructions in U, and P on inputs al ..... an outputs a zero 
(z = 0) if and only if P1 and P2 output the same values on inputs al ..... an. 
Hence P1 is equivalent o P2 if and only if P is equivalent o the zero 
program on n inputs. 
Let vl,..., vl be new variables not used in P. Let f ( j ,  x) (1 <<.j<<,l+ 1) be 
the largest integer such that 1 <<,f(j, x) < j  and where x is the variable to be 
altered by If(j,x). (The variable to be altered by the instruction "tf x = 0 
then y ~ z" is y.) Let 
g(L x) ~ vf(j.x) if f (j, x) is defined, 
= x otherwise. 
Note that the range of g is the set of variable names in {Xl,..., Xn, V, ,..., Vt} 
and the domain of g is {i] 1 ~<i~< l+ 1 } × {the variable names used in P}. 
We now construct a program P' of the form 
P': Input(x1,..., x,) 
1'1 
Output(g( /+ 1, z)) 
where 1'1,..., I~ are each sequences of instructions in U. 
The sequence of instructions Ij is defined by case according the instruc- 
tion Ij. The transformation is shown in Table I. 
Now after the execution of the sequence of instructions Ij in P', the value 
of vj is the value of the variable on the left-hand side of Ij after the 
execution of instruction Ij in P. The variable g(j, x) is just the name of the 
variable in P' which before the execution of I), contains the same value as 
the variable x before the execution of Ij in P. Note that the variables 
xl,..., x, are not altered by P' and that once an assignment to a variable vj 
is made in P', the variable vj is not again altered outside of the I) code 
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TABLE I 
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Ij lj lj' 
x~l  vj*-- 1 (vj= 1) 
x* - -x+y v j~g( j ,x )+g( j ,y )  (v j=g( j ,x )+g( j ,y ) )  
x~x "--y vj*--g(j,x) "--g(j,y) (g ( j , x )>~g( j ,y )^v j  
= g( j ,  x )  - g( j ,  y ) )  
v (g( j ,x )<g( j ,  y) ^ vj=0) 
x *-- x/k vj ~ g(j, x)/k (k*vj <~ g(j, x) < (k + 1 )*vj) 
x~yrnodz  v j~g( .Ly )modg( j , z )  ( (g ( j , z )=O^vj=g( j ,y ) )  
v (g( j ,z)>O ^  g(j ,z) l 
(g(j, y) -- vj) 
A Vj< g(j, Z))) 
ifu =0 then x~ 1 vj~- g(j, x) ((g(j, u)>0 ^  
if g(j, u) =0 then vj=g(j, x)) 
v j~  1 v (g(j, u)=0 ^  vj= 1)) 
i fu=Othenx~x+y v j~g( j ,x )  ( (g ( j ,u )>O^vj  
if g(j, u) = 0 = g(j, x)) v (g(j, u) = 
then vj *-- g(j, x) + g(L Y) 0 ^ (vj = g(j, x) + g(j, y)))) 
i fu=Othenx~x "- y v j~g( j ,x )  ( (g ( j ,u )>O^vj  
if g(j, u) = 0 = g(j, x)) v (g(j, u) 
thenv j , -g( j ,x )  " -g( j ,y)  =O^(g( j ,x )> Jg( .Ly )^v j  
= g( j ,  x )  --  g( j ,  y ) )  
v (g( j ,x )<g( j ,  y) A vj=0))) 
i fu=Othenx*--x/k v j~g( j ,x )  ( (g ( j ,u )>OAv j  
if g(j, u) = 0 = g(j, x)) v (g(j, u) 
then vj ~ g(j, x )/k = 0 ^ (k*vj <~ g(j, x) 
< (k+ 1)*vj))) 
ifu=O vj¢- g(j, x) ((g(j, u>O ^  vj 
thenx~ ymodz  i fg( j ,u)=O =g( j ,x ) )v (g ( j ,u )  
then =0 ^  ((g(L z)=0 ^  vj 
vj ~ g(j, y) mod g(j, z) = g(j, y)) v (g(j, z) 
>0 ^  g(j ,z)  l (g(j, y ) -v j )  ^ vj 
< g(j, z))))) 
segment. Clearly then P '  is equivalent o P. Furthermore the length of P '  is 
linear in the length of P. 
Now we construct a formula F in f f  which is valid if and only if P '  (and 
hence P) is equivalent o the zero program on n-inputs. F is of the form 
(x i< 0) v -ql j '  v (g ( l+ l , z )=O)  
i 
which is equivalent o 
(xi>>.O ^ ~' ~(g( l+ l,z)=O) 
i 
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where the clauses Ij' are from Table I. It is straightforward to show that F 
is valid if and only if P' outputs a zero for all inputs. The details will be left 
to the reader. | 
Lemmas 1 and 2 have shown that the decidability of the equivalence 
problem for U-programs is exactly that of deciding the validity of ~ for- 
mulas. In (Gurari and Ibarra, 1982) an algorithm to decide the truth of 
logical formulas of the form 3Xl""3Xn,  F(Xt,..., x,)  (over the nonnegative 
integers), where F is in ~,  was given. Since any formula of the form 
VXI'''VXn, F(xl,..., x,)  is true if and only if 3x l ' . .3x#nF(x l  ..... x~) is 
true, this also yields a decision procedure for the validity of formulas in ~.  
The procedure given in (Gurari and Ibarra, 1982) runs in polynomial 
space. Thus, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. The equivalence problem for U-programs is decidable in 
polynomial space. 
This seems to be the best we can do at this time. It should be noted, 
however, that the inequivalence problem (for U-programs) is NP-hard and 
hence an exponential time algorithm is the best we can hope for. The NP- 
hardness follows from results in Constable, Hunt, and Sahni (1974). 
Next we go a step further and explore the question of decidability for 
simple correctness formulas of the form {p} S{q}, where p and q are for- 
mulas in ~ and S is a U-program. Using the strongest post condition 
calculus of (Hoare, 1969), one can derive a formula F(xl,..., xn) such that 
VXl""Vxn, F(x~ ..... x,)  is true if and only if {p} S{q} is true. Unfor- 
tunately, the length of F in general is exponential in the length of 
{p} S{q}. This results ince the strongest post condition (SPC) of " i fx  = 0 
then y ~ z" and the formula p(x, y, z), for example would be 
(x=O/x SPC(y ~ z, p(O, y, z))) v (x>O/x p(x, y, z)). 
Hence we provide an alternate proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let {p} S{q} be a correctness formula where p and q are 
in ~ and S is a U-program. There exist a formula F in ~ such that F is 
valid if and only if {p} S{q} is valid. Furthermore, F can be found in 
polynomial time and the length o fF  is linear in the length of {p} S{q}. 
Proof Let {p}S{q} be such a correctness formula. Let 
xt,..., xn, ul,..., Um be the variables used in S. Using Lemma 1 construct 
programs P1 and P2 such that P1, on input al ..... an, outputs a zero if and 
only if p(al ..... an) is true and P2, on input a~ ..... an, bt ..... bm, outputs a 
zero if and only if q(a~,..., an, bl,..., bm) is true. Let the input variables of P1 
be X'l,..., x'n and let the output variable be z'. Let the input variables of P2 
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be xt,..., x , ,  u~,..., u m and let the output variable of P2 be z". Let w be a 
variable not used in P~, P2, or S. From P~, Pz, and S we can construct a
program S': 
S': input(x1 ..... xn) 
! • . ! 
X 1 ~-- X 1 ~...~ X n Xn  
P1; 
S; 
P2; 
W +-- Z'; 
if z" = 0 then w ~ 0 
output(w) 
Clearly S' outputs a zero for all inputs if and only if {p} S{q} is valid. The 
theorem now follows from Lemma 2. | 
Let ~ be a class of programs and 5O a class of assertions. Then the 
validity of correctness formulas over N and 5 ° is equivalent (with respect 
to computability) to the equivalence problem for N, if it is the case that for 
each formula F in 5O, a program P may be effectively constructed such that 
F is true (for a given input) if and only if P outputs a zero (for that input), 
and vice versa. This was actually the case in (Cherniavsky and Kamin, 
1979), since in the earlier paper (Cherniavsky, 1976) it was shown that the 
class of Presburger formulas was realized by the class of L~(x ,-- O, x ~ y, 
x ~ x + 1, x ~ x '- 1)-programs. The size of such a realizing program for a 
given Presburger formula, however, is at least doubly exponential in the 
length of the formula. If in (Cherniavsky and Kamin, 1979) only unquan- 
tiffed assertions were allowed, the problem of deciding the truth of a 
correctness formula would be Co-NP complete. Hence an exponential time 
procedure would more than likely be required• 
The previous theorem can be generalized somewhat in that the formula 
p (q) can also be of the form p/x P or p v P (q/x Q or q v Q), where P 
(Q) is a Presburger formula. It follows from results in (Cherniavsky, 1976) 
that one can construct a U-program for a Presburger formula (with n-free 
variables) that is equivalent to the zero program on n-inputs if and only if 
the Presburger formula is valid. The constructed program need not contain 
any instructions of the form "x * -x  mod y." This is almost Lemma 1. 
Unfortunately, the length of the resulting program is at least double 
exponential in the length of the formula (Cherniavsky, 1976). Hence the 
complexity of this problem cannot be the same. This follows from the com- 
plexity of deciding the validity of Presburger formulas (Fischer and Rabin, 
1974). 
Consider once again only formulas in ~,~. Then we can observe that for 
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quantified formulas in ~,  the validity problem is undecidable ven if we 
limit the formulas to a single occurrence of the 3 quantifier (Robinson, 
1949). In fact, this is very easy to see using the strongest post condition 
calculus and adding the instruction "z ~ lcm(x, y)" to U-programs. 
SPC(z ~- lcm(x, y), Q(x, y, z))= 3w Q(x, y, w) A z=lcm(x, y) 
- -~w Q(x, y ,w)  ^ x l z  ^ V v 
( (x lv  ^  y lv )~z lv )  
The undecidability of such correctness formulas follows in a 
straightforward manner from (Matijasevic, 1970), since multiplication can 
be simulated using the "z +- lcm(x, y)." This follows since lcm(x, x + 1) = 
x2+ x. Those readers familiar with the SPC calculus should note that the 
logical formulas derivable from such correctness formulas, {p}S{q},  
where p and q are formulas in ~ and S is a U-program, are of the form, 
V~E3~W(~, ~) ~ q(ff)] = Vff V~[-7 W(k, ~) v q(ff)]. 
It is then the universal quantifier appearing in the SPC(z~lcm(x,  y), 
Q(x, y, z)) that is the problem. An interesting question then, is whether the 
same results for the instruction "z ~-gcd(x, y)" hold. The strongest post 
condition calculus produces a similar formula as it did for the 
"z ~-lcm(x, y)" instruction but we are unable to answer the decidability of 
the validity problem for such correctness formulas, at this time. 
In (Jefferson, 1980; Suzuki and Jefferson, 1980), it was shown that 
unquantified Presburger array formulas have a decidable validity problem. 
In fact it was shown that special predicates could be added to the formulas 
(in a limited way) and the validity problem remains decidable. Such 
predicates considered were those concerning properties of the arrays such 
as orderedness or the property that one array is a permutation of another. 
The logical formulas in Presburger array theory are equivalent to 
correctness formulas of the form {p} S{q}, where p and q are logical for- 
mulas similar to those in ~ although they allow array elements as terms 
and do not allow the "r' predicate, and S is a {x~l ,  x~-x+y,  
x ~ x "- y, x ~ x/k, x ~ A(i), A(i) ~ x, if x = 0 then/}-program (I can be 
any of the other types of instructions). The proofs in (Jefferson, 1980; 
Suzuki and Jefferson, 1980) reduce the Presburger array formulas to 
equivalent unquantified Presburger formulas. Thus the validity problem for 
such formulas is decidable. The reduction is such that, even if an additional 
function f (x )  were allowed in the Presburger array formula, the resulting 
formula is unaffected except hat it too contains occurrences off(x).  Hence 
it is the case that even if we add the mod function to the theory in (Jeffer- 
son, 1980; Suzuki and Jefferson, 1980), it still yields a decidable validity 
problem. 
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